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Abstract
Reaching agreement is one of the most fundamental problems in
distributed computing. In the set-agreement problem, n processes try
to agree on at most n− 1 different values. This paper determines the
weakest failure detector for set-agreement in message-passing networks
where processes may fail by crashing. The failure detector is called
weak−FS and it returns at every invocation “go” or “wait”. It ensures
that (1) there is at least one process where the output is always “wait”,
and (2) if there is only one correct process, then the output at this
process is eventually “go”.
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1 Introduction
In the set-agreement problem [4], n processes try to agree on at most n− 1
different values. It has been shown that set-agreement is impossible to be
implemented wait-free in purely asynchronous systems where processes can
fail by crashing [12, 1, 10]. This has lead to many attempts to find the
weakest failure detector1 for set-agreement [11, 9, 5]. Recently, Zielin´ski
proved that anti-Ω – a failure detector that outputs id’s of processes and
∗Work was supported by grants from Re´gion Ile-de-France.
1i.e. a primitive that enriches the system and provides the processes with information
about failures that occure during an execution [3].
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the id of at least one correct process only finitely many times – is the weakest
failure detector for set-agreement in systems with hardware registers [13].
Furthermore, Zielin´ski conjectured that failure detector Σ [6] – the weakest
failure detector to simulate registers – is both, sufficient and necessary to
implement set-agreement. However, Delporte et al. have shown that while
Σ is sufficient, it is not necessary [7]. They present a failure detector σ that
is strictly weaker than Σ and still sufficient to implement set-agreement.
In this paper, we present failure detector weak−FS and show that it is
the weakest failure detector for set-agreement in message passing systems
with any number of faults. It returns at every invocation at every process
“go” or “wait” and it ensures that (1) there is at least one process where the
output is always “wait”, and (2) if there is only one correct process, then
the output at this process is eventually “go” forever.
To prove our result, we first define our model in Section 2 and then
follow the approach of Chandra et al. [2] and first show that weak−FS is
sufficient for set-agreement in Section 3 and then show that it is also nec-
essary in Section 4. One remarkable point about our proof is its simplicity.
Especially compared to the rather large and involved proof of Zielin´ski [13]
in shared memory systems, it shows that – contrary to a wide belief – results
in message passing systems are sometimes easier to prove.
2 Model and definitions
2.1 Processes and failure detectors
Our system consists of a set Π = {p1, . . . , pn} of n ≥ 2 processes. These
processes communicate totally asynchronously by message passing over a
fully connected network with reliable links and any number of processes may
fail by prematurely halting, i.e. they crash. It is the system of Chandra et
al. [2] which we shortly recall here. For easier reasoning about processes,
we assume that there is a global clock T . Nevertheless, this clock cannot be
accessed by the processes.
We model the crash failures by the concept of failure patterns which we
denote by F . A failure pattern is a function from time T to 2Π that specifies
for every time t which processes have crashed until time t. A process pi that
does not crash in a failure pattern F is said to be correct (pi ∈ correct(F)).
Processes that are not correct are called faulty. An environment E is a set
of possible failure patterns. We allow every environment, i.e. any number
of processes may crash.
A failure detector D is a distributed oracle that provides the processes
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with information about failures. For every failure pattern F ∈ E , D(F) is
a set of failure detector histories that are allowed for F . A failure detector
history H is a function from Π× T to RD, the failure detector range of D,
i.e. the set of possible outputs.
Following Chandra et al. [2], we define a weakest failure detector for
a certain problem in a given environment to be a failure detector that is
sufficient to implement the problem in this environment and that is also
necessary to implement the problem, i.e. any other failure detector that is
sufficient can simulate it in this environment.
We model an algorithm A as a set of n deterministic automata, one for
every process in the system. A run of A proceeds in steps and at every time
t at most one process executes a step. We assume only fair runs, i.e. every
correct process executes infinitely many steps. A step consists of receiving
a (possibly empty) message, reading a value of a failure detector, changing
the state accordingly, and outputting a (possibly empty) message.
2.2 Set-Agreement
The problem of set-agreement consists for every process pi with some pro-
posal value vi to decide a value and to satisfy the following three properties:
Agreement: At most n− 1 different values are decided.
Validity: Every value that has been decided must have been a proposal
value of some process.
Termination: Eventually, every correct process decides a value.
2.3 Failure detector weak−FS
We now define failure detector weak−FS (see [8] for a defintion of failure
detector FS). The failure detector outputs one of the two values “wait”
and “go”. The intuition behind this is that if the output at some process is
“wait”, then there is another process alive, i.e. it makes sense to wait for
messages of other processes. To be usefull for set-agreement, we demand
that
• at least one process has always output “wait” (nevertheless, it might
crash), and
• if only one process is correct, then its failure detector output should
eventually be “go” forever.
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By convention, we assume that if a process has crashed, its failure detector
output is “wait” forever. More formally:
Definition 1. The range of weak−FS is {“wait”, “go”}. For every en-
vironment E, for every failure pattern F ∈ E, and every history H ∈
weak−FS(F):
∃pi ∈ Π,∀t,H(pi, t) 6= “go” (1)
∧ correct(F) = {pi} ⇒ ∃t,∀t
′ ≥ t,H(pi, t
′) = “go” (2)
3 The sufficient part
To show that failure detector weak−FS is sufficient to solve set-agreement
in our model, we give an algorithm that implements set-agreement with
weak−FS in Figure 1. For simplicity of the presentation, we assume that a
process does not react on interrupts (of a new message or a failure detector
change) while it processes another interrupt.
To ensure that at most n− 1 proposal values are decided, every process
tries to agree with another process on one value. To achieve this, initially
some processes send their values. To prevent a circular value exchange, i.e.
a situation where the proposal values are simply permuted, the values are
only sent to processes with a higher id. This means, that process p1 sends its
value to everybody, process pi to all processes from pi+1 to pn, and process
pn to nobody.
If some process receives one of these values, it sends a special message
decided with its decision value and decides. In this way, as long as there is
another correct process, every correct process decides either due to one of
the messages that was initially sent or, if it does not receive such a message
(e.g., because it has a lower id than the other correct processes), it decides
due to a decided messages of one of this other processes. Note that it may be
possible that a process receives its initial value back in a decided message,
but if so, the sender of the decided message does not decide its own proposal
value.
To deal with crashes, we only execute these steps if the output of our
failure detector is “wait”. But in the case of only one correct process in
the system, we do not want to wait for messages of other processes forever.
Therefore, if the output of the failure detector changes to “go” – and by
its property (2) it will in the case of only one correct process eventually
do so – we simply decide our own proposal value. We can do this without
violating agreement, because by property (1) there will always be one process
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that does not decide due to a “go” output, and as we have argued before,
processes that decide due to a message exchange eliminate at least one value.
Algorithm for process pi:
1 to propose(v):
2 initially:
3 send 〈v〉 to all pj with j > i;
4 on receive 〈v′〉 or 〈decided, v′〉 do:
5 send 〈decided, v′〉 to all;
6 decide v′; halt; (∗ decision D1 ∗)
7 on weak−FS = “go” do:
8 send 〈decided, v〉 to all;
9 decide v; halt; (∗ decision D2 ∗)
Figure 1: Implementing set-agreement with weak−FS.
Theorem 1. The algorithm in Figure 1 implements set-agreement in every
environment E.
Proof. We first prove the agreement property of set-agreement. We assume
a run where all processes decide and every processes pi has a distinct initial
value vi. Without this assumption, agreement is trivially met.
By property (1) of the definition of weak−FS, not all processes can have
decided by decision D2. This means, that it is sufficient to show that if at
least one process decides by D1, then at most n− 1 values are decided.
If some process pi decides by D1, then it either decides due to a message
〈decided, v′〉 of another process or due to a message 〈v′〉 sent initially by
another process. We distinguish between the two cases where pi decides vi,
and where it does not.
Case 1: The only possibility that the decided value v′ is equal to pi’s value
vi is that a process pj with j > i has received pi’s initial message and
decided vi. Therefore, pi and pj decide the same value and at most
n− 1 values are decided.
Case 2: If v′ is not equal to vi, then the only possibility that vi is decided
is if a process pk with k > i has received vi from pi. If so, then in an
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analogous manner, the only possibility that vk is decided is if another
process with a higher id has received it. Since process pn does not
send its value to anybody, this recursion eventually stops and at least
one value is never decided.
Validity is trivially satisfied, since only proposal values are sent.
To show termination, we again distinguish two cases: the case when
there exist at least two correct processes in a run with a failure pattern
F ∈ E , and when this is not the case.
Case 1: If there are at least 2 correct processes, then eventually, the one
with the higher id receives the message of the other one, sends the
decided message and decides. All processes that have not yet decided
eventually receive this decided message and also decide.
Case 2: If there is only 1 correct process, then by property (2) of weak−FS,
this process eventually decides by decision D2.
4 The necessary part
Following the approach of Chandra et al. [2], we show that failure detector
weak−FS is necessary to solve set-agreement in our model by providing
an algorithm that emulates the output of weak−FS given any algorithm A
and failure detector D, such that A using D solves set-agreement. Figure 2
presents such an algorithm.
The idea for the emulation of weak−FS is that if all messages that are
sent by algorithm A get delayed for a very long time, the safety properties
of set-agreement still have to hold, while for the case that only one process
is correct, even the liveness properties have to hold, i.e. the algorithm has
to terminate. Therefore, every process executes A with D, omits to send
any messages to other processes that are generated by algorithm A, and
outputs “wait” until A terminates. In this way, property (1) of weak−FS is
always fulfilled, because otherwise the executions at all processes would have
terminated without ever receiving a message and therefore agreement could
not have been guaranteed. But nevertheless, if there is only one correct
process pi, the algorithm A executed at pi has to terminate and property
(2) of weak−FS is also guaranteed.
The output of our emulation of weak−FS is provided through a special
variable output.
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Algorithm for process pi:
1 output := “wait”;
2 execute A using D with value i, but omit sending messages to others;
3 if A has terminated, then output := “go”;
Figure 2: Implementing weak−FS with an algorithm A and a failure detec-
tor D that solve set-agreement.
Theorem 2. The algorithm in Figure 2 implements weak−FS in every
environment E.
Proof. Assume there exists a run r, where the algorithm in Figure 2 does not
fulfill property (1) of weak−FS with a failure pattern F ∈ E . This means,
that in run r, for every process, there exists a time when output = “go”,
i.e. the execution of algorithm A has terminated at all processes without
receiving any message from other processes at all.
Let t be the time when A has terminated at all processes in run r. Then,
it is possible to construct a valid run r′ of A with the same failure pattern F ,
where all messages to other processes get delayed to a time after t, and all
processes have terminated A at time t. Since A fulfills the validity property
of set-agreement and failure detector D is not allowed to output information
about the state of other processes, the decision value at every process pi can
only be its proposal value i. A contradiction to the agreement property of
set-agreement! Therefore, property (1) of weak−FS is always satisfied.
If correct(F) = {pi} for a failure pattern F ∈ E , then it is possible to
construct a run where no faulty process is able to send a message and there-
fore eventually, by the termination property of set-agreement, algorithm A
has to terminate at pi and the output changes to “go”. Therefore, property
(2) is also satisfied.
Corollary 1. weak−FS is the weakest failure detector for set-agreement in
message passing systems in all environments.
Proof. We have shown in Theorem 1 that weak−FS is sufficient and in
Theorem 2 that it is necessary for set-agreement in all environments.
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5 Summary
We have found the weakest failure detector for set-agreement in message-
passing networks where processes may fail by crashing. The failure detector
is called weak−FS and it returns at every invocation “go” or “wait”. It
ensures that (1) there is at least one process where the output is always
“wait”, and (2) if there is only one correct process, then the output at this
process is eventually “go” forever.
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